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TRAVELING THE WORLD ON TAXPAYER DIME 
Some Taxpayer-Funded Trips for Congressmen “Appear to Be Little More 

Than Government Vacations” 
 

HEADLINE – Members Fly Free Abroad: Congress Doesn’t Pay for Overseas Delegations. [Roll 

Call, 4/13/2010] 

 

No Limit on What Government Can Spend for Members’ Hotels, Taxicabs and Room Service. As 

reported by Roll Call, “Under a Korean War-era law governing Congressional foreign travel, Congress 

doesn’t pay for its own trips abroad, and there is no apparent limit on what the government can spend for 

Members’ hotels, taxicabs and room service.” [Roll Call, 4/13/2010] 

 

Aircraft Used for “VIP Travel – Including Congressional Travel” Can Cost as Much as $20,000 Per 

Hour to Operate. As reported by Roll Call, “If the delegation is traveling on a military airplane, the 

Defense Department pays those costs out of its own budget. Roll Call reported last year that the military 

maintains a fleet of about 375 airplanes that are used for VIP travel — including Congressional travel — 

and according to military records, these aircraft can cost as much as $20,000 per hour to operate. When a 

Congressional delegation travels in military aircraft, the cost of the travel is not included in the public 

disclosures.” [Roll Call, 4/13/2010] 

 

Members Receive Per Diem of Up to $250 Per Day, “Most Members Simply Pocket the Cash or Use 

It to Go Shopping for Personal Items.” As reported by Roll Call, “Members of a traveling 

Congressional delegation also receive a per diem to cover expenses, and this money also comes from the 

“foreign currency” fund. The Wall Street Journal reported in March that per diems can be as much as 

$250 per traveler per day, and most Members simply pocket the cash or use it to go shopping for personal 

items.” [Roll Call, 4/13/2010] 

 

Some Co-Del Trips “Appear to Be Little More Than Government-Paid Vacations.” As reported by 

the Wall Street Journal, “Others appear to be little more than government-paid vacations. Chairmen of 

committees and subcommittees often invite members and their spouses to places such as Paris and 

London as a way of building personal ties that translate into support on important votes.” [Wall Street 

Journal, 10/27/06] 

 

Lawmakers Given Per Diem Money for Travel Expenses, Unused Funds Not Usually Returned 

Despite Rule to Return Unspent Funds. As reported by the Wall Street Journal, “Lawmakers are given 

per diem money -- in cash -- to cover travel expenses. The unused money is supposed to be returned, but 

the rule hasn't been enforced for as long as many congressional staffers can remember, they say. As a 

result, unused per diem money is not usually returned by legislators and their staffers. Records show that 

only a few recipients have returned the unused funds.” [Wall Street Journal, 10/27/06] 

 

Staffer: “There Was a Feeling That On Co-Dels No Rules Applied.” As reported by the Wall Street 

Journal, “House rules require individual members to file detailed expense reports from the trips, which 

are then supposed to be publicly available from committee chairmen. But spokesmen for two house 

committees that host frequent codels -- Appropriations and Foreign Relations -- say no such records are 

available. Because details of the trips don't become public, says a veteran congressional staffer who has 

gone on them, ‘there was a feeling that on codels no rules applied.’” [Wall Street Journal, 10/27/06] 

 

House Rules Dictate That “Legislators Should Use American Commercial Airlines Whenever 

Possible” But “Records Show Delegations Routinely Take Military Flights to Destinations Served 

By Commercial Airlines.” As reported by the Wall Street Journal, “An official House handbook states 
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that legislators should use American commercial airlines ‘whenever possible, unless such service is not 

reasonably available.’ An attraction of traveling in Air Force jets is that spouses fly free. Congressional 

records show delegations routinely take military flights to destinations well-served by commercial 

airlines, such as Paris and London. John Scofield, spokesman for the Appropriations Committee, says he 

has been on multiple codels during his career. ‘Every one I've been on has been on a military aircraft,’ he 

says, adding, ‘Typically spouses travel with the members. That's the way it always is.’” [Wall Street 

Journal, 10/27/06] 

 

“Attraction of Traveling in Air Force Jets is That Spouses Fly Free,” Staffer Notes That “Typically 

Spouses Travel With the Members.” As reported by the Wall Street Journal, “An attraction of traveling 

in Air Force jets is that spouses fly free. Congressional records show delegations routinely take military 

flights to destinations well-served by commercial airlines, such as Paris and London. John Scofield, 

spokesman for the Appropriations Committee, says he has been on multiple codels during his career. 

‘Every one I've been on has been on a military aircraft,’ he says, adding, ‘Typically spouses travel with 

the members. That's the way it always is.’” [Wall Street Journal, 10/27/06] 

 

DISCLOSED COSTS OF TAXPAYER-FUNDED TRIPS “ONLY A FRACTION OF TRUE 
COSTS TO TAXPAYERS” 

 

HEADLINE – Lawmakers’ Travel Reports Understate True Cost. [Wall Street Journal, 7/3/09] 

 

Disclosed Cost Of CODELs “Is Only A Fraction Of The True Cost To Taxpayers.” In July 2009, the 

Wall Street Journal reported: “But the total tab disclosed by Congress is only a fraction of the true cost to 

taxpayers, according to the Journal's analysis. Under a 1970s law that authorizes taxpayer-funded codels, 

lawmakers only must disclose how much they spent on lodging, meals, ground transportation and other 

incidental expenses. Members of Congress also must make public their spending on commercial airfare, 

though most lawmakers fly on military planes, which don't have to be disclosed.” [Wall Street Journal, 

7/3/09] 

 

Traveling On Military Airplanes Could Actually Cost Taxpayers Up To $150,000. In July 2009, the 

Wall Street Journal reported: “The Department of Defense doesn't disclose the cost of maintaining a fleet 

of 16 passenger planes that are primarily used by lawmakers and other government officials. Documents 

obtained by the Journal show the costs of flying those planes runs between $3,000 and $12,000 an hour 

depending on the type of aircraft, according to a Department of Defense reimbursement schedule. The 

cost to fly a small military jet from Washington to the Middle East is about $150,000, according to 

documents obtained from a Freedom of Information Act request.” [Wall Street Journal, 7/3/09] 
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